Point-of-interest (POI) recommendation that consists of location-based social networks (LBSNs) and provides personal services for users has become an important part in the field of recommendation system. Due to the sparseness of user check-in matrix, POI recommendation faces great challenges. However, most researches just consider of spatial and temporal impact on recommendation and do not solve the problem of sparsity. This paper proposes a POI recommendation model called RBMNMF which is based on sparse matrix of user check-ins. Firstly, by stacking restricted Boltzmann machines (RBM), the potential relationship between users and POIs is learned and multiple user-POI matrices are extracted. Second, fill the original sparse matrix by using non-negative matrix factorization (NMF). Finally, fuse those prediction matrices to generate final POI recommendation for users, which is benefit for solving the problem of sparsity effectively. Experiments on real-world data set prove that the model we propose has a better accuracy than traditional algorithms.
I. INTRODUCTION
Mobile internet technology has developed at a high speed which makes location-based social networks (LBSNs) become popular such as Foursquare, Gowalla, Yelp and Facebook. Compared with traditional social networks, LBSNs allow users share locations with their friends by check-in on POIs (such as cinemas, amusement parks and restaurants). The number of POIs has increased faster at present, so it's necessary to recommend satisfying POIs to users for saving choice time and improving their experience of life in city. However, mining locations among a large number of POIs that user may have interest in is a great challenge. DOI reference number: 10.18293/SEKE2019-156 Different from traditional recommendation system, the challenge of POI recommendation is bigger because the user-POI check-in matrix is a high-dimension sparse matrix, which makes analysis of user-POI matrix more difficult. From some popular data sets such as Foursquare and Gowalla, we observe that sometimes a user just visited a few locations, leading to unreasonable recommendations under the whole location space. Therefore, data sparsity has become a critical problem for POIs recommendation, which is needed to be emphasized and solved. The classical collaborative filtering (CF) algorithm calculates the similarity between users or recommend locations based on check-ins. But faced with the high-dimension sparse matrix of user check-in data, the similarity calculation of users could not be achieved and CF does not solve the problem of data sparsity.
For overcoming the sparsity, this paper proposes a deep learning model based on sparse user check-in matrix for POI recommendation, which constructs bidirectional analysis of users and POIs and aims to recommend POIs to users that meet users' preferences. The main contributions of this paper are as follows.
 Propose a deep learning model called RBMNMF for POI recommendation that is based on sparse matrix of user check-ins.
This paper consists of five sections. Section 2 introduces some related algorithms of POI recommendation in LBSNs. Section 3 explicates the RBMNMF model we propose for sparse matrix of user check-ins. Section 4 shows experiments we have and the performance of our model. Section 5 summarizes this paper and discusses the future work.
II. RELETED WORK
At present, location-based POI recommendation in social networks has attracted wide attention from researchers who comes from different fields. Quan et al. [1] considered that the time factor plays an important role in POI recommendation because users visit different locations in different time periods and proposed a collaborative recommendation algorithm combining time factor. References [2] [3] [4] [5] regarded users' mobile trajectories as key information when recommending and mined those trajectories to recommend POIs. Ramesh [6] proposed a fusion algorithm that integrated time, space and social relationships into a unified framework for POI recommendation. There have been many achievements for POI recommendation so far, which can be divided into the following three aspects.
 Collaborative filtering (CF): Although CF is the most famous recommendation algorithm, accurate recognition for similar user is a great challenge to CF because of the sparse matrix of user check-ins. Meanwhile, CF ignores lots of user information that is helpful for recommending. Shu et al. [7] proposed a collaborative filtering recommendation algorithm based on topic model to extract user preference of topics (such as culture, history, landscape and so on) information and recommended comprehensive POIs for users. Yang et al. [8] designed a general semi-supervised learning framework based on context information and reduced data sparsity by smoothing adjacent users.
 POI recommendation based on mobile trajectory: User's daily trajectory of movement is an important behavior pattern. Ya [9] extracted semantic information from user GPS trajectory to recommend POIs for users based on time, space and popularity. Zheng et al. [10] proposed a possible path algorithm for uncertain trajectory based on historical trajectory to reduce the uncertainty of user's trajectory. Thus, it is obvious that trajectory plays an important role for POI recommendation.
 POI recommendation based on geographical impact: Distance of a location has a great impact on user's preference for POI. For example, people will not tend to choose location that is far away from people's current locations. Therefore, recommendation system could filter out distant locations [11] [12] [13] . Ying et al. [14] considered user's social intention, preference, location popularity and other factors to calculate prior probability of POIs for users.
All algorithms mentioned above recommend POIs for users only by considering additional information of users' sparse check-in matrix and do not solve the problem of data sparsity effectively. However, some researchers focus on the technologies that aims to solve the problem of data sparsity such as matrix factorization [15, 16] . Yildirim [17] use PageRank algorithm to improve cosine similarity method and alleviated data sparsity. Moreover, Ruslan [18] used restricted Boltzmann machine to handle large-scale data that achieved good performance.
In this paper, we propose a deep learning model called RBMNMF based on sparse matrix of user check-ins for POI recommendation. RBMNMF combines the neural network with non-negative matrix factorization and calculates strong correlation values between users and POIs from bidirectional way, which makes the final prediction matrix smoother. Moreover, RBMNMF are able to display users' preferences for POIs intuitively and solve the problem of data sparsity effectively. Moreover, RBMNMF has a higher accuracy when recommending and outperform some single sparse matrix filling algorithms.
III. HYBRID MODEL BASED ON SPARSE MATRIX OF USER CHECK-INS

A. Definations
This section defines the sparse user check-in matrix, elaborates on issues of our research and presents the framework of the model we propose. User historical check-ins based on LBSNs includes user ID, location ID, longitude and latitude, check-in time and so on. For simplicity, table 1 shows the meanings of all the symbols in this paper. 
B. Model framework
In order to solve the sparsity problem of user check-in data, this paper proposes a hybrid model called RBMNMF that combines deep learning models with non-negative matrix factorization. The hybrid model considers both user-location and location-user bidirectional information. The model framework is shown in Fig.1 .
Sparse user check-in matrix is inputted into stacking RBMs, NMF model and single RBM respectively, and then fuse result of each part to produce a recommendation list after each part calculates its own prediction matrix. RBMNMF model is composed of three parts mentioned above and each part is independent. Moreover, RBMNMF can effectively solve the problem of data sparsity.
C. Restricted Boltzmann Machine Based on Sparse Matrix
Restricted Boltzmann machine (RBM) is an undirected graph probability model with one layer of visible variables and one layer of latent variables, which is shown in Fig.2 . that is an energy-based model. The energy function is as (1), where and are offset vectors of hidden layer and visible layer respectively. Other symbols will be explained latter.
 
The specific training process of our RBM model is as follows, where 0 v and 1 v are visible-layer vectors ( 0 v is also a binary check-in vector at the beginning), 0 h and 1 h are hidden-layer vectors, W denotes the parametric matrix and β is learning rate. 
The hidden-layer vector 0 h is obtained by random values filtered from 0 to 1 Calculate 1 v : 0 h reconstructs visible layer: 
The hidden vector 1 h is obtained by random values filtered from 0 to 1 Update Parametric Matrix: (6)   01    a β h h a (7) In order to prevent over-fitting and make our model smoother, data transformation and stacking RBMs are used to train data set, which is shown in Fig.3 . 
IV. EXPERIMENTS
A. Datasets
Foursquare is a social networking site that records a large number of geographic information of users' current locations. This paper uses the data set provided by Quan et al. [1] which contains 342850 check-ins from August 2010 to July 2011 in Singapore. Yuan [1] deletes users whose check-ins are less than 5 and locations checked by less than 5 users. After processing, the foursquare data set contains 2321 users, 5596 POIs and 194108 check-ins. For each user, choose 12.5% of the user's POIs for tuning parameters and another 25% of the user's POIs for testing data randomly. The left POIs are used for training. The formats of each check-in is user ID, location ID, longitude and latitude, check-in time and time ID respectively.
B. Evaluation Metric
We use @ and @ to evaluate our model, which are as follows. 
C. Experimental Result
In order to verify the recommendation effectiveness of our RBMNMF model, we compare RBMNMF with single sparse matrix filling algorithms in the same training data and test data. Those algorithms are as table 2 shows. The core of this paper is to integrate non-negative matrix factorization and stacking RBMs. So we focus on comparing our proposed algorithm with single NMF or single RBM but CF is a popular algorithm that we should also consider. The experimental results are shown in Fig.6 and Fig.7 . We recommend N (N = 5, 10, 20, 30) POIs for each user. The performance of CF is the worst among all algorithms and possibly due to the data set, the precision of CF does not change significantly. No matter what the value of N is, the precision … 0 0.5 … 1.9
and recall of RBMNMF are generally better than other single algorithms. Hence, even though there is a lack of user information, RBMNMF we propose are able to fill the sparse matrix well and have an excellent performance when recommending. The results of experiments demonstrate RBMNMF could be used into improving traditional algorithms.
However, there is a limitation in RBMNMF. When stacking RBMs process check-in data, we adopt the behavior of checkin to represent the user's preference for a location by 0 or 1. That treats all locations equally that a user has visited even though they have different numbers of check-ins. For the sake of overcoming the sparsity problem of user check-in matrix, we propose a deep learning model called RBMNMF that combines stacking restricted Boltzmann machines with non-negative matrix factorization to make the prediction model smoother. RBMNMF fills the user check-in matrix and alleviates the problem of data sparsity effectively. Therefore, we could observe each user's preference value for each POI intuitively and then recommend satisfying POIs to users. In the future, more information will be taken into account such as time, geographical effect and location popularity to improve our model. 
